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Independent Voters of .Ill.

Endorsements
When casting ballots on November 7, members of the
Northeastern community may want to utilize recommendations of
the Independent Voters of Illinois. These recommendations are
the result of a great deal of study.
·
For President and Vice-President : George McGovern and
Sargent Shriver (Democrats).
For U.S. Senator: Charles Percy (Republican) .
For Governor : Dan Walker (Democrat) .
For Attorn ey General : William Scott (Republican) .
For Secretary of State : (Edmund Kucharski (Republican).
For Comptroller : Dean Barringer (Democr;>t).
For Sanitary District Trustees : Joanne Alter (Democrat), Joan
Anderson (Republican).
For Recorder of Deeds : Lucy Reum (Republican).
For Circuit Court Clerk: Robert Sklodowski (Republican) .
For Coroner: Donald Mulack (Republican) .
For Congress :

1st
4th
6th
9th
10th

Congres. Distr. - Ralph Metcalf
Congres. Distr. - Robert Dore
Congres. Distr. - Michael Galasso
Congres. Distr.
Sidney Yates
Congres . Distr. - Abner Mikva

(Dem.)
(Dem .)
(Dem .)
(Dem.)
(Dem .)

Office

Candidate

1
1
2

Senator
Representative

Ann Matasar (Dem.)
Harold Katz (Dem .)

Representative

Richard Mugalian (Dem.)

3

Representative

Eugenia Chapman (Dem.)

·4
4

Senator
Representative

Thomas Flynn (Dem.)

Distr. No.

9
9

Aaron Jaffe (Dem.)
Anthony Scariano (Dem.)

Senator
Representative

Leland Rayson (Dem.)

11

Representative

12

Representative

Joseph Lundy (Dem.)
Bruce Douglas (Dem.) and

Representative

Arthur Telcser (Rep.)

13
13

Senator

Dawn Netsch (Dem.)

Representative

James Houlihan (Dem.)

Representative

Susan Catania (Rep.)

22
24
24

Senator

Richard Newhouse (Dem.)

Representative

Bernard Epton (Rep.) and

26

Representative
Representative

Robert Mann (Dem.)
Peggy Martin (Dem.)

30

Representative

William Scannell (Rep.)

If you care to see an explanation of the IVl's support of
national , state, and county candidates, ask either of us for a
brochure. (Irv in ()631, or Barb at the desk in front of the 6th
floor elevator.) Also, tell us if you care to help in final days of the
campaign . If you would be a citizen rather than a subject, work
and vote for the candidates of your choice.

VNI Students

Give Supp ort
A bi-partisan group of
Northeastern sl:udents is actively working for Joe Zukowski, a
state representative candid ate
from the 15th legislative
district, where UNI is located .
In the heavily Democratic
district where, by law, one
member of the minority party
is elected, Joe Zukowski is the
type of Republican that
Northeastern students should
actively campaign for.
When students at Northeastern were busy fighting the
tuition increases for state
colleges and universities, · Joe
Zukowski was busy helping set
up appointments for the
students to meet the respective
legislators. While other candidates talk about busing,
Zukowski has been talking
about upgrading education,
from grammar school to the
university, and has proposed a
different method of financing
education, at the same time
making it the top priority of
spending in the state of
Illinois.
His Republican opponent is
a spokesman for the group led
by Governor Ogilvie that gave
UNI students, their families
and other taxpayers in the
state, a poorly drawn up
income tax, higher tuition, a
cutback in scholarships, and a
first priority of building
highways in Downstate Illinois.
To elect this man would be to
say that even though we've
fought · inequities against
Northeastern students in term s
of tuition, scholarships and
educational prio ri ties for four
years, all is forgiven, now that
a new election is here. Let's
make sure that this mistake is
not made. Help elect Joe
Zukowski state representative
from the 15th District. If you
can help us at the end of this
hard-fought election, please
call us at 545-3103, 3104. His
election can only benefit you .

• 4 CASUAL & COZY ROOMS
• 3 ROARING FIREPLACES• 2 BARS

GIANT HAMBURGE_RS
64 Oz. Plfoj,, ,I #l/111'1 B,,, 12.15
LIGHT OR DARK

\

• BARBECU E RIBS
& CH ICKEN
• BRATWURST & OTHER
" GREAT" CHARCOAL
BROI LEO ITE MS
• GREAT SATURDA Y & ·
SUNOA Y BRUNCH
• PEANUTS IN THE SHE LL
• COCKTAI LS
& HOT DRINKS
· Pr,ce, For The Student , Budget

2741 W. Howard St. 973-0990

• Open from lunch t,11 ]AM 7 Odys

d

Wed• AMPLE FHtE PAHK ING

"We are looking for a student to sell our 8 track tapes.
We are respected throughout the country as producing a
premium product, have your own thriving business. We
carry almost 500 selections of all types of music ... Spul,
Pop, Oldies, Country & Western, Popular, Etc. If you are
interested callMelody Recordings Inc. (201) 575-9430, ask
for either ML Jonas or Mr. Reid."

Week-end
Retreat
Need an uplift at this time of
the year? At this tage of your
life? A retreat for UNI students
is planned for this coming
week-end, Nov. 3rd to 5th, in
McHenry, IIL, which just might
provide the lift you need .
Sponsor of the retreat is the
~atholic Student Center, 5450
N. Kimball. A private home has
been obtained, so the cost will
be minimal - just the price of
food. Conductors of the retreat
will be Rev . John Price and
Rev . John Hurley.
Those who wish to make the
retreat will have to bring thei r
own " bedding", either a
sleeping bag or a pillow and
blankets, because they will
have to sleep on the floor.
The retreat begins on Friday,
Nov. 3rd at 8:00 P.M. , and will
end · early Sunday afternoon .
Transportation will be provided . Cars will leave the Catholic
Center about 7:00 on Friday.
Any fellow or girl who is
interested sh o ul d call t he
Catholic Center, 583-6109, to
register or to obtail) f urther
details.

Hanrahan Case
As Easy As
Black and White
by Cathy Jones
"I'm not surprised, it's what I expected all along."
Bill Hampton, October 26, 1972
Last Thursday Edward Hanrahan and his 13 co-defendents were
acquited of charges of conspiring to obstrict justice by altering or
falsi fying evidence after the raid they had staged on December 4,
1969 in which Fred Hampton and Mark Clark were killed .
Although, as Judge Romiti stated, "The gut and only issue is
whether there was a conspiracy by the defendants . .. " we know
that incide·nts-as well as people-do not act in a vacuum .
During the trial defendants and prosecuters alike concerned
themselves with the publicity that was going out. Many people
felt that Hanrahan and his men would not receive a fair trial
because of the move by Daley to "dump" him from the
Democratic ticket, as well as liberal and radical sentiment against
the " police state" which they feel the U.S. is approaching.
But there are nuances about the trial that keep cropping up in
my mind. For example : Why was it that Hanrahan decided on a
trial by judge instead of a trial by the people (jury)? Perhaps this
can be answered by the fact that judges are political
appointments whereas citizens are just - just people.
Romiti had said at one point, "This court is aware, painfully so,
that this is one of those 'you're damned if you do and damned if
you don't' cases . The only question is whic h way one is going to
be damned ." Apparently he chose to be damned by the people
instead of being damned by the system ·that is so good to him.
Even Romiti is aware that the trial was a sort of 'wrap-up' of the
climate of the nation . After the decision, he told reporters, "One
thing, there was so much publicity surrounding it because of the
people involved and the cl imate of the times . That one import ant
element. I had to keep remind ing myself: Are these men to be
penalized in this matter merely because of who they are and
because of the dimate of the times?"
But Judge, let's take the 'climate' one step further, and a few
steps back. Were the Black Panthers being penalized merely
because of who they were? Or was it against their political
ideology? Maybe it was against the fact that they ,were black?
If Ed and his boys were going in there to "get those niggers",
then I suppose we can all wipe the raid off to just another case of
genocide by the decision makers of the United States. We've been
lynching blacks in Mississippi and bombing Vietnamese for so
long that the only thing that makes Fred and Mark's murder any
different is the fact that it happened right here in Chicago.
As William Cousins (Aid. 18th) said, " Some are going to vote for
Hanrahan, not because they don't feel he did what he was
charged with, but because they don't see anything wrong about

it." (emphasis.)
But what IF the actions taken by Hanrahan and his men is just
one example attesting to the fact that the U.S. is becoming a
police state. I mean, this is a scarry realization even for us white
folk to believe.
Let's compare the decisions made in the Hanrahan case as
opposed to those made against the Conspiracy 7.
Hanrahan's case was tried by one person - a politically
appointed judge. Hanrahan and his men were acquitted .
The Conspiracy 7 was -tried by a jury - 12 people doing a
democratic responsibility not political appointees. The
members of the Conspiracy 7 were acquitted.
While both cases were surrounded by public furor, as well as
having political affiliation, one finds it easier to accept the
decision made by the jury, then the one made by Judge Romiti .
Hanrahan is quick to jump to the defense of the police
involved, as well as praise the extent to which they were
'conditioned' into "doing their duty". He felt, "The police
certainly did not deserve the abuse and anguish they and their
families have endured for almost three years . Rather, the courage
of the police in doing their duty in the face of the Black Panthers'
armed resistance deserves the praise and thanks of every
law-abiding citizen ."
Gee, I didn't kn ow that the police weren't armed.
And how many of us remember the turn-about that Ed tried to
pull on us, when, in a press conference a few hours after the RA ID
when he priased the raiders for their "bravery, their remarkable
self-restraint and their discipline in face of this viscious Panther
attack." (emphasis mine).
No matter now Ed, the trial is over - you're safe.
Are we?
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Yes Sir, Senator!
Charles H. (H~lilself) .Percy
by Marnie M. [Myself ] Fournier
Myself: Do you think more
federal funds will be channeled
into education with the
cessation of the I ndo-China
War?
Himself: Surely . I think
there ' s no question. After
reconstruction funds, education ranks very high in the
order of priorities.
Myself: Weren't you graduated from the University of
Chicago?
Himself: Yes, in 1941 in
economics.
Myself: Have there been any
discoveries made through your
offi ce's investigation of the
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation?
Himself: The investigation
hasn't been completed . (Senator Percy nodded to one of
his aides to indicate further
questioning of the DVR.)
Myself: Does your son Roger
aspire to a political career? He
is playing such an important
part in your campaign .
Blood Donors are needed for
Joe Tadelman, Kelvyn Park
High School's football coach
for twenty years. He will have
heart surgery October 31st at
St. Lukes Presbyterian Hospital.
Blood Donors can give blood
at any time before or after the
operation up to November
10th. You must be between 18
and 65 years old and have no
history of jaundice, malaria,
hepatitis, diabetes or have high

Himself: No. He intends to
pursue a business career. Yes,
Roger has been very active in
the c3mpaign. I would hope
that someday he would go into
public service . This would have
to be in a number of years. It
would not be in Illinois. Roge r
would want to make it on his
own .
Myself: Is there any issue at
all that both you
and
Representative Roman Pucinski
agree on?
Himself: Yes. We agree that
being a United State's Senator
is a fine job. It is a highly
desirable posistion . It's a great
place to make a contribution
and have human satisfaction at
the same time. We agree on
one more point. When I
became president of Bell and
Howell , Roman Pucinski interviewed me for the Sun-Times.
We both agreed it was a great
story. (Senator Percy didn't
mention if all people who
interview him go on to run for
the U.S. Senate.)
Myself: Are you supporting

your Democratic son-in-law,
Jay Rockefeller, for the
Governor of West Virginia?
Himself: I have taken no
position on the issue.
Myself: Assuming that you're
re-elected, do you plan to
serve the full six years of the
senatoria l term? This is being
asked because mention has
been made of your possible
presidential candidacy in 1976.
Himself: I intend to be a
U.S. Senator from Illinois. I
look on that as a full-time job.
None of us is able to foresee
every event in the future, but
that's my present intention.
Myself: Do you have hopes
of winning your grandson, son
of your Democratic daughter
Sharon Percy Rockefeller, into
your Republican following?
Himself: Why, I talk to him
about it all the time . I tell him
I'm his Republican precinct
captain and he comes from a
long line of Republicans . I
suspect he will be like my
daughter though - an Illinois
Republican and a West

Job Recruits

or low blood pressure·. If you
are a returning Viet Nam
veteran the hospital wants you
to have been back in the States
for at least four years .
Thirty pints of blood must be
replaced . You can call St.
Lukes for information about
being a donor. Be sure to say
the blood is for Joe Tadelman .
The hospital ' s number is
942-6680.

by Barb Morin

Barbara Steisand made
popular a few years back, a
song titled "People." We in
Placement have this "sung" to
us almost daily by students
who come to us and say, " I like
people - I want a job working
with people." O thers come to
IDDCIIOCIOI-IIOIIODCIIOCIOl•IIOIIODCIOIIIOIIDl•••••IOCNN:IOI... us "singing" a bit of an older
tune, " School Days," while
seeking information on gradby Robert Rzepka
uate studies . So , for the
205s.
First, let me take this
musically inclined, Placement
Any questions concerning
opportunity to congratulate
has arranged the following
the election or the results are
and welcome the new Senators
schedule:
welcome to do so in the same
elected last Thursday . I am
office, or by calling ext. 356.
NOVEMBER 2nd at 1 :00 in
sure I speak for the Senate in
Resu lts of Student Senate Electhe Placement Office
:
wishing you a happy and
Maureen Mueller, Supervisor
tions:
prosperous year, and one that
- Probation Dept. , represents
will see you really getting into
301
1. Mary Ellen Bonis
on campus the Uptown
Student Government. Those
287
2. Mary Pat Boyle
.c;orrection Office
Circuit
that fell short of the votes, I
274
Sue
Sherman
also congratulate you on a
respectable compaign . All the
266
147
4. Marlene Mitchell
17. Jose Roldan
candidates worked for their
247
138
5. John Schnoor
18. Alan McGougle
respective interests, and I hope
Steve Shroyer
245
Minnie Northcut
135
6.
19.
those that did not make the
233
Ralph
Schauf
134
7.
Ralph
Capperelli
20.
vote still participate to the best
of their capabilities in making
226
Mary
Berg
8.
134
21. Ron Zagorski
the voice of the students heard
224
9. Ray Christi
133
22. Bertha Ballard
in E-205s. Thank you for your
222
10. Cathy Jones
Irene Mirando
133
23.
efforts, and I thank the 800, or
201
Tom
Harold
11.
Esther
Noboa
130
24.
so, students that took the time
186
12. Eddie L. Thomas
to vote. Anyone wishing to
122
25. Paul Burd
contact the newly elected
122
------------------- 26. JoS(:ph Hall
Senators, may do so through
109
Thomas
Kreutz
27.
13. Frederick Hargerett 173
the Student Senate Office, E
Lorraine
Kruzel
109
28.
157
14. Bob Nel~on

Student Senate News

3:

PREGNANT?

PREGNANCY
A
PROBLEM?
Pregnancy
consultations
private-confidential
assistance.

Call 312/973-4765

15.
16.

Mark Breen
Wendy Presser

149
148

Virginia Democrat. He bears
conscience and judgement
the
name
of
John
D . . not by his grandfather or his
Rockefeller V; the original was · father. He will be told to
a strong Republican .
follow his own inclinations
However, when he reaches
because that's what I do in the
18, I'll tell him that he should
U.S . Senate .
only be bound by his own

29.
30.

Lyle Sego

88

Donna Dragon

65

~-----------------------,
I
I
I

Court of Cook County
Juvenile Division . She will
discuss · requirements for employment as well as opportunities . It' s a- very people
orientated source of employment.
NOVEMBER 6th from 1 :00 to
3: 00 i n S-365 : Ch rist o p her
Smith, Assistant Dean, will
represent the University of

TRADES WELCOME

EXPE RT REPAIRS

ew - se
Guitars • Amplifiers
Drums • Violins
Electric Pianos
" All instruments Guaranteed
by our European Craftsmen"

FOR A COMPLETE LISTING
OF ON-CAMPUS RECRUITMENT , PICK UP A JO B'
BULLETIN IN PLACEMENT.

Poll-watchers Needed
Poll-watching for George
McGovern on Tuesday, Nov. 7
is something which both
long-term McGovern workers
and people who want to join in
now can do. And it is very
important work .
Poll-watching will require
the entire day on Election Day,
November 7. Training will be
given in advance concerning
what should (by law) be
happening in polling places,
and what to do if something
else is going on instead.
Transportation can be provided
if necessary.
As McGovern picks up in the

polls and the presidential race
gets closer and closer, such
election day work as pol 1watching becomes more significant. In 1960, Kennedy
triumphed over Nixon by a
nation-wide average of one
vote per precinct. Every vote
can make a difference, and
McGovern workers want to be
sure that every yote cast for
McGovern gets counted for
him.
Contact Janet Rukas 6423271, stop at the McGovern
table outside of D-104, or call
McGovern headquarters 263°
7607 to volunteer.

StralN Ba I lot
Resu lts
UN I for McGovern!!! So showed the results of the Presidential
Straw Bal lot sponsored by UNl 's People for McGovern on
Tuesday, Oct. 24. The straw ballot, which cam pus Republicans
were invited to help run , was held at three separate locations, and
students , faculty, and staff, were asked to indicate whether they
preferred McGovern, Nixon, or were undecided . The resu lts were
as follows:
McGovern

1322 Chicago Ave.
Evanston
866-6866

Chicago' s Graduate School
Admissions. He will · describe
available programs of study,
financial factors, etc. Minority
students and women are
particularly urged to attend .

Nixon

Undecided

41 8
21

151

Staff

608
53
31

9

3

TOTAL

692

448

158

Students
Faculty

Total voters: 1,298

4
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No More War?
Henry A . Kissinger says
peace is almost here. Yet the
bombing of · South Viet Nam
goes on as both sides try to get
the most land before the
. papers ordering a cease fire are
signed . The mines in Haiphong
harbor remain activated.
Oct. 31st is the date that
marks the time when the
United States should sign. Yet
Kissinger says more talks are
needed .
President Thieu states that
an agreement without his
signature is invalid . At the
same time the Viet Cong
promises to respect the pact.
Why did it take all this time
to end the war? Why did we
get involved in the first place?
The points of this pact, to call
a cease-fire, get the POW's
back in 60 days, holding
elections in South Viet Nam
seem simi lar to the Geneva
Accords marking an end of the
Viet Nam War of lndepen-

dence against the French.
Again we must remember
the annou ncement by President Johnson that peace will
soon be here in 1968. The
bombing ceased, the Paris
Peace Talks began and the war
went on and escalated .
Although it appears that
regardless of Thieu's stand the
United States will sign the ·
agreement does not mean the
war will end. Without pressure
from the citizenship of the
United States other wars may
be on the way; things are
brewing in Chile.
The American want to'
breathe the relieful sign of ·
peace yet we hold a
skpetical breath, and why not?
When peace tantilizes us just out of reach. Yeah, the war
will probably end Nov. 7t h,
1972. But you can bet you r life
some one wi ll be promi si ng
peace in 76.

TRICK

OR

TH fATY

*****************************
*
*

I............................
LETTERS I
.
TO THE EDITOR:

Is I t Co nstitutio n a l?
IS IT CONSTITUTIONAL? ·
October 26, as is the
procedure every trimester, the
U .S. and Illinois Constitution
exam was given in the
auditorium . Despite the poorly
organized manner in whi ch the
test was administered , some
other more pressing critici sms
are in order .
For the most part, cheating
was noticed everywhere; it
knew no boundari es on the test
day. There were two instructors
and
t wo
st uden t
ai d es
moni toring the test , but all
seemed content to observe the
400 students from the stage,
rather than circulati ng th rough
the aisles.
W hat is t he rati nale behind
the hap haza rd man ne r in
wh ich the seemingly important
exa m s are give n ? I f the
Polit ical Science Department
feels that the test is not
important and that t he mai n
thi ng is for students to pass it,
no matter how they do it, then
why not el iminate the exam?
Or to make it easier and more
honest, why not use the same
test every trimester and pub lish
the answers before the exam?
But to condone and allow a
required test to get out of
I

hand , not mak~ adequate in this fashion every trimester
provisions to monitor and in the name of patriotism, is
accommodate 400 students, not only dishonest, but
and continue to give the exam demeaning.

Community Resolution
The Logan Square Neighborhood Association at its second
Annual Community Congress
has passed a resolution
pert aining to the Chicago
Trans it Au t hority (CT A) and
the removal of trolley buses on
their service lines in our
communi ty. It reads :
Whereas: The level of ai r
and noise poll ution in our ci ty
is already at an intolerabl e
level;
Whereas: The Logan Square/
Avondale commun ity w ill be
adverse ly affected wi th increased air and noise pollution by
the conversion of troll ey bu ses
to diesel on Belmo nt and
Fu llerton and Pulaski Avenues;
BE IT RESOLVED : That LSNA
oppose . the conversio n of
trolley buses to diesel in ou r
city, and that notice be sent
accordingly to t he CT A as well
as any other interested parties.
Our concern is not only
related to the extra environmental packages, but service
will be slower with the diesel

buses.
It is said that it takes 11
diesels to 10 trolleys for same
service, which means unless
the CT A provides one additional diesel bus service would
be 10% slower.
The additional cost of
having to provide more diesel
buses and d rivers to the same
servi ce line adds to the already
skyrocketing service costs. Also
any d iesel bus can only be on
the street up to approximately
12-16 hours a day because of
refueling while a trolley bu s
never needs to be fue led and
may run until it is t ime for
clean-up (somet imes all day).
Noise pollution w ill in crease
considerably w ith the introdu ct ion of diesel buses versus the
. quiet electric motor tro lley
buses.
The LSN A wou ld like you to
help us by writing or ca ll the
following person:
Michael Cafferty - Chai rman of Board, Chicago Transit
Authority, Merchandise Mart
Plaza, MO 4-7200, ext. 2156.

· most cases are trying to get
people t hrough as best they
Someone needs to do a little c an , bu t wi th t he ma ss
organizing in the food service confusion that exists, they
area. During the peak hou~s can't tell who has been waited
between 11 :30 and 1 the on and who hasn't. The second
serving line at the hot meal mind boggier is trying to
side of the cafeteria is one checkout. There's two cash
large mob scene. Everyone is registers, but 90% of the time
just stumbling over everyone only one of them is in
else trying to get to the milk operation . Meanwhile, another
machine, reaching for salads long line is forming waiting to
and pie, and waiting for hand over their two dollars for
service. White plastic " line the little food on their try. You
stoppers" were installed some- can ' t set your try down
time back to prevent people because there's salt and pepper
from forming lines, but they're shakers , napkin dispensers ,
just not working. A line still sugar, c ream , and othe r
wi nds around the serving area, miscellaneous items all over
and if you try to go right up to the checkout cou nter.
the counter as the designers of
Can't someone get together
the system envisioned , you get a better system? The present
yelled at for line bucking. The
women behind the counter in one sure' isn't working !!
Ed Herrick

Ski Viking ...

•·

before you hit the slopes.

4th ANNUALSKI SALE
FANTASTIC SAVINGS
one clay only

9-5-SUNDAv·-• NOV. 5

~\tl~9.n.g
3422 W. FUUERTO N, 276- 1222
member ~ki specialists' guild
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quate money for Chicago
Public Schools. Mr. Bikalis
said , " I' ve been fighting
Ogilvie for the last 5 years.
Education is one of Dan
Walker's top priorities." I told
him we have a large number of
aspiring teachers at Northeastern and asked him if he
thought the surplus of teachers
in Chicago would continue.

so no one can examine it. "
Adlai Stevenson was the
next to speak . Everyone was
clamoving for McGovern he
said "One thing politics has
I
taught me, and that's a good
sense of political timing, so I
think I'll sit down . But it was
Mayor Dalt=!y who was clearly
the master of. politics. He said ,
" The Democrats have to
resolve their differences for the
co•mmon good . . . the next
President, George McGovern,
served his country in war and
will do greater service in the
cause of peace . . . There's only
one poll that counts, and that
will be taken on November
7th!"
The honorable Phillip Klutznick introduced George McGovern . McGovern said , as
he's said so often, "When are
we going to put the saving of
lives before the . saving of
face?' '
He
quoted
Gen
Ei senhower : " If the military
takes to much it weakens the
country of resourses we need
in other parts of the country."
He summed up with : " The
President helps to set the
moral tone of the country . If
there was ever a time when
this country needed moral
leadership the time is now."
The Little Angles of the Holy
Angels church concluded the
evening .singing "What the
Wor~d Needs Now is Love .. ." .
Maybe it needs George
McGovern too.

Page 5
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to the left
A McGovern's worker called
ground garage was packed that Bikalis, and several others.
up and said , "You can pick up
night - we had to park on the All , who in one way or
your credentials for the dinner
lower level, and again the another, played a large part in
any time from 9:00 till 5:30
white k~d blue on each the McGovern campaign .
tomorrow, but you won't be
bumper demanded McGovern
Before everyone began to.
able to eat anything cause
- McGovern for President.
dig in to dinner Rev . Lyne,
we' re all sold out, (7,000
We arrived at the Conrad pastor at the Holy Name
reservations) but they' ll be
Hilton about 6:10. It was a Cathedral , gave the invocation,
standing room for the press ."
labrynth of ballrooms each of and the Little Angles of the
He'd been on the phone · them packed with McGovern Holy Angles Church sang the
every week keeping us in touch
supporters . McGovern was Star Spangled Banner a soft
with the McGovern campaign .
addressing the nation · over rock version; their drummer
They run a very active
television on monitors which highlighted with a deglv
campaign . the Nixon people
were set up in each of the picture of McGovern beh ind
have been employing the
ballrooms so that people could him . No, this wasn't the usual
opposite tact - they haven't
hear his speech . There wasn't political fund raising dinner.
contacted us once. The Nixon
Every one began to eat.
the usual hub bub at the
coordinator on campus said
dinner only the voice of the Some groupies ran up and
(Didn't know we had one, did
Senator from South Dakota started drooling all over
you?) "We'll let the McGovern
and the occasional clinking of Warren Beatty, and I started
people win it for us" Well, you
silverware as people were drooling over my idols - the
can't say anything offensive if
professional press who were up
being served. People · were
you don't say anything. He
intent on his speech . "Bring there at the speakers table
went on to say, "McGovern
firing away questions. I
America home from a hated
made the war his number one
thought that the speakers
war. " McGovern was to arrive
might prefer to eat. The only
issue because it was the
at the Hilton to greet his g~sts
question I could think of at
people's number one issue at each of the ballrooms and
this point was, "Can I have a
Nixon began to realize this so
give a final address at the
bite of whatever that is on your
now he's quickly ending the
International Ballroom .
war. So McGovern may win the
plate?" Joan, the woman who
The International Ballroom
battle for peace but Nixon's seemed to be largely labour . came with me as photographer
said "Oh, there's a man from
gonna win the war, the
judging from the signs - Labor
Channel 2 Why don't you trail
presidency."
for McGovern Local 245
him?
The Grassroots Dinn.er Oct.
GATU! Put a union teacher in
He was making his way over
10 at 15 dollars a plate would the White House! United
to Dan Walker with me at his
bring in a morsel of campaign
Rubber Workers! Oil, Chemical
heals but instead of questionmoney as compared to the and Atomic Workers! George
ing Mr. Walker, he stuck a shot
$1,000 a plate fund raising Meany must be the last
gun mike over the top of the
dinners held for Mr. Nixon holdout.
table and started tap ing table
across the nation . McGovern 's
There was a long speaker's
conversation . Being about a
campaign is run by people table on a platform at the front
foot below the table I waved to
sending in their dollars . These the full width of the room.
Dan and he stooped over the
small contributions amount to Above the table was a huge
table to hear my question. I
between 200 and 300 thousand poster of Goerge McGovern
explained that Northeastern
dollars a day. It sounds like a flanked by Mayor Daley,
had just become a university.
lot, until you realize that the looking a great deal like. Peter
We need more funds so we can
opposition can raise several Lawford on his right. When
implement better programs yet
million dollars in a single they seated people Dan Walker
our budget has been cut to a
night. McGovern may not have was right beneath the smiling
minimum . Mr. Walker said, "I
the money behind him but if face of the Mayor. Among the
oppose Govern'o r Ogilvie' s
the Outer Drive was any other notables who sat at the
budget cut and I plan to
indication he certainly has the speakers table was a student
reverse it." Then of Michael
people behind him . Every- from Wright Junior College a
Bikalis I asked if Governor
where you looked there were farmer, Warren Beattey, a
Ogilvie was allocating adeMcGovern stickers. The under- suburban house wife, Michael

"Yes, unfortunately, I think the
surplus of teachers will
continue for some time." Just
as we were finishing up
McGovern arrived in the
Ballroom . Joan stood on a
chair and took a picture and I
applauded loudly in
to
someone's microphone. After a
discouraging look, I kept
applauding, but softly, to my
left.
Alan King was toastmaster
hitting off things with "I got
called in at the last minute as a
replacement for Bob Hope.
Bob Hope has the right to
c1mpaign for his candidate
a~d I have the right to
campaign for mine. If I had a
word to come up with for a
button to describe this man,"
Alan continued, " that word
would be decent." Someone
asked him what he thought of
Democrates for Nixon he said,
"It's the first time I saw rats
swimming towards a sinking
ship." Of Nixon's campaign
tactics he said, "The reason
Nixon stands on his record is

WORRIED?
-

about the bomb? -

traffic? explosion? -

inflation?
drugs? -

war? -

riots? -

the population
student unrestJ -

etcJ Remember this: before people had

I

these problems, they made up other things

\

to worry about. They invented witches,
wizards, warlocks, w_erewolves, hodgoblins
and evil spirits and were as terrified of
them as we are of our own dreadful
creations.

Worry is part of living,
learn to live with it?
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Community Center in Albany Park

Bicy~fing
by Susan Walther

by A. Sue Straus
Beginning with an awareness
of young people hanging
around street corners and of
housing conditions climaxed
by a strike by residents at 4935
Kedzie a few people got
together to form the Albany
Park Community Center. They
opened in November 1971 at a
store front in bad condition .
The Albany Park Community
Center is now located at 4949
N. Kedz ie.
Albany Park Community
Center is run on a non-profit
basis . The ten members donate
$10 per month for the up keep
of the store front. Businesses in
the area donate $20 per month.
Some of the events carried
out by APCC are organizing the
community around the antiwar demonstrations which
occurred on May 20, 1972 at
the Great Lakes Naval Training
Center. This past summer 500
people showed up at the
Community Picnic at Sabagh
Woods . There was a police community gathering at which
50 people came to along with
Police Comm issioner Conlisk
and Deputy Superintendent
Rochford . What was discussed
along with other things, wa;

the double standard policemen
use concerning their handling
of working class people in
relationshi_p to' middle class
people.
A community newsletter is
distributed . The Albany Park
· Community Center also provides all kins of legal aide to
the community . In this
connection they work along
side people from Rising Up
Angry.
In the on going activities
sponsored by the Albany Park
Community Center are organization drives carried out at
both
Von
Steuben
and
Roosevelt high schools . Most
of this type of organizing _ is
done at Roosevelt. Calls for
legal aide are accepted on
Tuesday nights from 7-9 p .m . ·
During the same hours on
Wednesday nights community
meetings are held. Dances
have been held and more are
in the planning stage. Women's
Liberation nights are also in
the planning stage.
Albany Park Community
Center can be reached by
dialing 588-8735.

Fello1Nships for
Minority Students
degree in preparation for a
The Ford Foundation and the
career in higher education .
National Fellowships Fund are
These fellowships provide
pleased to announce the assistance up to a maximum of
followi ng fe llowship programs four years and are avai lable as
for minority students during Course of Study -Awards, or
t he 1973-1974 academi c years; Dissertation Awards .
Graduate fellowships for AmerApp lication forms must be
ican Indians, Black Americans, requested by the individual
Mexican Americans, and Puer- applicant. No applications wil l
to Ri cans .
be sent to intermediaries. For
These fellowship programs application forms and addiare for students who plan to tional information, write to ;
pursue a full-time study toward Graduate Fellowships for Mithe doctoral degree in the Arts nority Students, The - Ford
or Sciences, or who hold a first Foundation, 320 East 43rd St.,
post-baccalaureate _profession- New
York ,
N .Y.
10017.
al degree such as the MBA, Deadline for submitting apMPA, MSW, or M.Ed., and p lan plications is January 5, 1973.
to continue on to the doctoral

It was half past :seven when
the warden walked up and
down the hostel hallway
ringing the mo ~ning bell.
Within five minut~s I was up
and on my way to the lavatory
so I could get a sink and wash
before the rest of the girls. The
air outside my sleeping bag
was cold and fresh . I dressed
quicky, woke up Karin , who
was still sleeping and took off
down the hall to meet Gerald.
"Cycling today, Susan?"
" Yeah ., To Elgol."
That was a fifteen mile trip
from one side of Skye to the
other. It would be the first time
since Sweden two months
before that I would be cycling
again. Back in Sweden, we
gathered the cows in the
mornings and evenings with
our bikes, the big old kind with
no speeds, thick black tires and
wide silver fenders on the back
and front. Everybody in
Sweden rode bicycles; to the
fields, to town , to school the ferry dock to the mainland
always and hundreds of them
parked and waiting for their
owners to return home.
Karin got ready while I met
Gerald at the door to the mens
dorm and headed for the
kitchen where we could make
our 'feast' of a breakfast. The
Germans knew how to eat and
Gerald and Karin wasted no
time in teaching me. We
toasted our bread in one of the
sixteen cookers provided by
the hostel and made cheese
omelets, portige and thick hot
coffee. We also ate rasberries
we had picked along the hostel
road t he night before we ate
almost as.many then as we had
now.
" Do you think you can make
to Elgol and back in one day?"
"Sure . No problem . We cycle
all the time back home, so I'm
primed ."

The Isle of Skye is off the
western coast of Scotland,
complete with highlands and
heather and 'loches' hidden in
the rolling. mountains. The
ho'stel was situated right on the
water front, the mist from the
sea still laying on the grass as
the three of us left. Karin· and
Gerald were looking more
American than I, clad in their
blue jeans and 't' shirts and
long shiny hair. They were off
to hitch up thirty miles to
Portree, the slands harbour
home of Dram Bouie Whiskey'.
and various Scottish historical
landmarks. I cald in my 'navy'
bells, yellow slicker, and clogs
(never once taken to be
American) headed for the hut
that had the bikes.
My bicycle was a racer
cor:i,plete with three speeds, of
which only one worked , bright
blue and rust fenders and a big
black wobbly seat. It cost me
20 new Pence (65c) for the
whole day, with a cine pound
note as deposit, which I got
back upon returning. I found .
out the brakes were bad on my
first hill down, which was
about two blocks from the hut.
It was a steep ride down into
the valley where cattle were
scattered sporatically in the
fields . The sun had lifted all
the mist, leaving only the
glittering dew on the short
tufts of grass and moss. Far in
the distance I could see an old
churchyard and stone chapel
with the roof caved in and a
cemetary beside. The vacant
chapel was covered with thick
green moss and there were
sheep chewing on the grass
next to the tombstones all
which were dated in the 1700's.
The
whole
'scene '
was
surrounded by a rickety cast
iron fence, that I had to climb
to get in .
It was hard to leave that
place, the ca lmness left me
lingering there for over an

Part 3 ••

Getting TO Know The Learning Services
This week, spotlights focus
on Maria Moraites and George
Richard Sato, in t he FILM
PRODUCTION AREA. A long
with student aid s Andre
Souffron t and Katherine Kozack, this di vis ion of Learning
Services controls t hree tune- ·
tions .
1. It servi ces the faculty by
produci ng instructional films
or film segments which can be
used in classrooms .
2. It provides presentations
for the whole school, as well as
public relations work.
3. Equipment is available
for student use in classes, for
example, to accompany a talk,
or in li eu of a research paper.
" Not on ly are students
allowed to use the filming
materials, they are trained to

use the equipment," Maria
stressed. The basics of Super-8
fil ming and edi ti ng take about
an hour each, while training
for 16mm filming and editing
run s severa l days . Sound
facilities, including help wi th
mixing, an d sound-effects
tapes can also be incorporated
into a film project.
The Fi lm department did
segments for the " Three
Pablos" program, and shoots
the games for the football ,
club, for t~e team to review .
Present ly on a grant from the
National Endowment of Human ities, a one hour film is
being produced to be shown
~n educati onal TV stations on
changing Chicago neighborhoods.

***************

So if you're interested, or
·have any questions, hurry on
down to Room E-59 or dial .
extension 506!

by Rita Harmata

hour, but finally I was on my
way cycling up and down the
mountainous terrian . I never
made more than fifteen feet on
any incline, before I was off
and pushing instead . All I
could think of was the great
ride back down on my way
home.
The valleys were windy, the
directions changing from tornado to almost no breeze at
all , depending on what side of
the lake I was on or how high
·up a-hill. Sometimes I could be
cycling against the wind
pedaling feverishly, and not
move a foot . from the spot.
Other times I was going so fast
down a hill with the wind I
thought I was flying. - So,;,e
how between the winds, the
. hills, the stopping to absorb
scenery, and the short rains I
found m·y destination.
'
It was already 1:30 and I had
been on the road for over 5
hours and I was hungry. The
only place open , besides being
the only place at all, was a
little shop, selling staple goods,
apples and freshly baked oat
cakes, which I very appreciatedly bought. As I walked
outside to eat I saw Gerald and
Karin standing next to my bike
waiting.
"Hey! How'd you guys get
here?"
" Susan, we saw your bicycle,
but we really didn't th ink you'd
make it. "
" Did you go to Portree?"
" No. We got a lift from this
'bloke' who brought us up here
to see the castle instead ."
" Castle?"
I turned around to where
Gerald was pointing and there
in the trees was the jagged
turret of a castle, like one out
of any thousand of fairytale
kingdoms. It was set on the
side of the cliff overlooking the
Iri sh Sea and looked as if some
giant carved it right out of t he
rocky earth.
The three of us sat beneath
the towering walls, telling
stories about childhood kingdoms we had known or
dreamed about, waiti ng for
their ' Bloke' to retu rn and take
us all back to the hostel. I was
really glad to have the lift
back, in the back seat of a
maroon jaguar. We sang
various ditties, " My Bonnie
Lies Over the Ocean", " Danny
Boy", and "Auch, Die Libre
Augustine" before we reached
the hut, my o ne pound note
and then the hostel. We all ate
our American sty le hamburgers, my treat, before spendi ng
the evening dancing and
drinki ng in typical Scottish
delight, another story in itself,
and the perfect end to a 'Super'
day bicycling.
For info. re : Herbide s
Islands, of which Skye is a part,
write to the British Consulate.
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Outlook for Lib. Arts Grads
began the discussion.
When asked what major or
In the October 18 edition of
field in liberal arts provides the
PtiNJ, "Teaching Today" best opportunities, · Mrs. Gallaexplored the opportunities
gher commented, "People do
available for students going
not hire because of your major.
into teaching,as seen by the
They hire because of you." She
- UNI Placement Office. This
continued to say . that many
article, based on another
factors have to be taken into
interview with Valerie Galaccount when considering
lagher, Placement Director,
employment opportunities, the
will offer suggestions and
most important being the
guidance to the Liberal Arts
person seeking the job, and his
Graduate.
innate abilities . However,
The liberal arts degree is a • while she feels the major does
general degree; it is to help
not dictate employment, it
people to think and to live, but
oftentimes dictates a person's
does little in the way of
field of interest.
teaching a person how to earn
As concerns today's job
a living. It was with this in
market, the Placement Director
mind that Mrs . Gallagher
offered some discouraging
by Bob Huffman

words, "By and large with
today's economic outlook, few
companies are recruiting liberal arts grads." She owes this
bit of pess1m1sm to the
logistics of supply
and
demand; there just isn't too
great of a need because the
current economy has now
expanded to 82 million
employees.
Despite this miserable economic outlook, the Placement
Office suggests a big area
where a graduate can get his
foot in the door, is throµgh
sales . At this time, it is the_only
way to get into business and
indus·try; to work one's way up
the ladder. Mrs. Gallagher
added, "If you want to get into

business, there are certain big
doors you have to go through .
Sales offers one of the largest
entrees to the liberal arts
grad ." She further suggests that
graduates try small entrepreneurs, middle management
firms like K Mart, Topps,
Zayers, and especially insurance companies, which is one
of the biggest employers of
liberal arts people.
Job opportunities in the
government are difficult to
comment on because there are
so many agencies. Also, due to
the upcoming elections, the
government has been hiring
fewer people in an effort to
-tr-im- the budget. However, this
is just a normal trend;

THIS BABY NEEDS HELP

employment usually picks up
following the elections . Specialists are still being actively
recruited by the government
agencies, while the Social
Security and Internal Revenue
Service do hire generalists
without a specific background .
Tremendous frustrations will
be in store for the ~iberal arts
graduate who has no experience, only the degree under
his belt. The Placement
Director hopes, " After the
so-called liberal education,"
perhaps more training for
learning how to earn and not
how to _develop personality will
come about, and students will
finally become more interested
in reality - becoming a part of
the economy.

Housewife
Does
Social

YOUR SILENCE IS KILLING HIM

Work

Your Support of Bill HR-7122 Could Save These Helpless Creatures
During the 1972 Harp Seal Hunt which toolc place on the labrador Front off the coast of Canada, 100,000 baby seals met a
Yio1ent and inhumane death. THAT WAS EVERY BABY SEAL BORN THERE THIS SPRING. Thus the hunt is not
only an immoral atrocity but ecological madn~.
The beautiful white baby,harp seal is only a few days ~d - trusting, gentle, and almost immobile - when he is descended
upon by the ~unter and dubbed to death. Reporhtr David Wright - Daily Mirror {UK) - wrote "I saw one hunter club a
baby seal 13 ti'rnes before skinning it. I heard a •dead' seal scream twice as the hunter plunged the skinning knife into it." It is
not uncommon for a mother seal to be beaten off while her infant is skinned before her eyes and then crawl back to nuzzle the
skinless carcass after the hunters~depart. This is too high o price fOf' on intelligent animal to pay for the delight humans receive
from wearing their. fur.
.
Brian Davies - Director of The International Fund
Animal Weffare, New Brunswick, Canada, has dedicated the past
sewn years of his life to opposing the seal hunt. Subiecfed to personal abuse from the sealing industry and the Canadian
Government, he, neverthe~, has succeeded in having rules introduced thot molc:e the hunt a little less cruel. But it is still a
senseless, bloody business and shoufd be stopped altogether.

for

LAST APRIL, Bill HR•7122 WAS INTRODUCED TO CONGRESS. THIS Bill BANS THE IMPORTATION Of HARP SEAL
PRODUCTS TO THE UNITED ST ATES. Baby seals are killed for money. Passage of the bill will drastically reduce the profits
to the sealing industry and could end the pathetic plight of the baby seals.

Won't you join Brian Davies in his brave
right against the baby seal slaughter? THE
INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR ANIMAL
We.FARE NEEDS YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS
AND SIGNATURES IN SUPPORT OF 8111

r------------~---------------,
I TO: Hon. Wilbur D. Mills, Chairman

f

House Ways & Means Committee

(A non·profit volunteer orgonizotion)
Cleveland Chapter
P.O. Box 9744
Cleveland, Ohio 44140

I

I
t

I

I

I

I

I

I ADDRESS .... ........ .. .. ..... ...• ..... ... -... .... .. -.. .. .... . I
I CITY ..... .... .... ..... STATE ......... ....... ZIP ...... ... ..... l

.L ----------------------------..1

The signatures will be presented to Congressman Wilu Mils by this Fund.
AN donations will be used for this cause alone .

.

J

I The undersigned respectfully urges you to support passage of .bill II

HR-7122. Please help by filling out the cou- I HR•7122 banning the import(!tion of harp seal products to th,,
pon and sending yo..- donation to:
f United States.
I
t
INTERNATIONAL FUND
I NAME .. ... ......... :···· ······ ·· ····· ········ ·-· ·· ·--·· · ······
FOR ANIMAL WELFARE

1

Mrs. Virginia Conradi , mother of nine children , recently
completed her degree _requirements in the UWW, in a
project involving social work at
Mother Cabrini Hospital , a
Catholi c hospital owned by
nuns .
She at one time had re turned
to t he traditional classroo m,
but said th is did not fulfill her
needs. As a result, she became
a participant in t he UWW
which she heard about throug h
a fri end .
The project consisted of
socia l work in the ghetto
hospital in Chi cago, w here she
served as an assistan t soc ial
worker. Asked how she made
the c o ntact, Mrs. Conradi
repl ied , " I knew , the hospital
soci al worker and she w as abl e
to give me this pos ition, and
serve as my outside advisor. "
M rs . Conrad i w as : a pa id
employ ee of t he hosp ital,
working 7½ hours a day , 5
days a week . She has never had
any previous experience as a
social worker.
Nin et y pe rce nt of t he
patients at t he hospital are on
welfare and have a physical or
emotional problem . As part of
her job, she saw to it that the
financia l needs of the patients
were taken care of as well as
the transferr ing of patients to
nursing homes and rehabilitation centers.
This acti ve hou sewife has no
plans of cont in uing her work at
the hospital but does hope to
go on to gradu ate school at
Northwestern , to pursue a MAT
degree. She sum marized her
involvement in the UWW as a
" valid , edu ca t io nal experience."
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''TIie. CandidClte''
·Is A Winner
I

by Paula L~vy

by Paula Levy

·

"Politics and poker, politics and poker, playing for a pot that's
mediocre ; Politics and poker, runni.ng neck and neck - if politics
see~s more predictable that's because, usually, you can stack the
deck"
Sheldon Harnick

It is seldom that you can go
to a theater and see a movie
that is even faint ly rem iniscent
of your daily life, mu c h less
rel even t to it . " The Candidate"
is such a movie. Not that most
people in this cou ntry run for
senator of Californ ia every day,
but most of us are affected by
the campaign of whoever is
running whether it be in
California or Alaska or even
Illinois.
" The Candidate" begins at
the headquarters of a man who
has ·just learned th at he has
lost the election . His children
watch the returns of TV and
are very close to tears . He must
make a speech to his
benumbed' supporters. As he
tries to cheer them up, his
campaign managers walk to
their cars . " Nice guu." " Yeah,
but next time we' ll get a live
one."
In pursuit of a "live one" to
run for senator, a professional
campaign manager (played by
Peter Boyle) goes after Bill
McKay (Robert Redford) . McKay is the son of a former
governor but he and all hi s
associates in a commun ity
legal clinic firmly believe that
"politics i_s shit."
"I always wondered what it
was" Boyle replies, undaunted .
He tells McKay he can say
whatever he wants to say in
the campaign because he is
expected to lose anyway. His
rival , the Republican incumbent, is very strong. But McKay
has three overwhelming advantages : his father's name, his
youth, and his good-looks.

It was obvious that som ething was going on , because little bits
and pieces of it kept hittin g me on the head. When I entered the
print office I stumb led upon a group of people with a sparkle in
t hei r eyes that could only have stemmed from pol itical
campaigning or insani ty . Not wishing to find out which , I stepped
over them and busied myself wi t h preparing the PRINT for
mailing. I w as foldin g the paper addressed to Mayor Daley when a
young man began yelling into the phone. He said that he was
tired of being pushed around and that he wouldn't be surprised if
Percy's offi ce asked for a red car.pet all the way from the damn
parking lot. ;, If w e w anted a prima donna we would have gotten a
goddman ballet! "
The air was so thick with tension that you could have touched
it, but I wasn't in the mood . Someone was trying to arrange some
interview questions and looked up for approval. "First I'll ask
these two, then the two cute ones." Another question was
suggested , but was d isposed of as too controversial. After all , they
didn't want to make him nervous, did they?
Whoever 'him' was, I didn't want to know any more about it .
But as I dashed to the door, I tripped over a pile of leaflets.
*COME AND MEET SENATOR CHARLES H. PERCY* " No thanks", I
whispered . Making my way out of the room I decided to lay low
for a while untfl it was all over. I went to visit some friends in
B-wing and , feeling happy, started back to the office. I made a
quick turn around a corner and BAM ! there he was .
He was surrounded by beaming women who were talking and
breathing too fast and trailed by UNI security men who were
obviously having the time of thei r lives. I veered away to avoid a
collision and Percy looked at me like I was invisible. Somehow he
didn't inspire any exci tement and suddenly I knew why. A man no
longer seems godly when you discover he is shorter than you are.
Well , it had become obvious t o me t hat someone or something
meant for me to attend this gathering. I followed Percy and his
entourage into the north dining hall and propped myself up
against the wall , next to all the light switches. All through Percy's
talk I was concentrating on what would happen it I started
switching off the lights - from right to left, left to right, from the
middle out, every other one, o~ the whole row at once . I wasn't
di stracted from this occupation until Percy started to leave and
CCAB is presenting the
half the crowd followed , trying to find somebody who knew
satirical movie " Millhouse"
somebody who knew him, so they could get introduced to the
Thursday, November 2, at 1
senator. A man grabbed the microphone and tried to ret rieve his
p.m. in the auditorium . The
dwindling audience. His name was Don Mulack, he's the youngest
movie is a quasi-documentary ,
composed of ac tu al film
man ever slated for a Cook County office, and he wants to be
· footage taken of Richard M .
elected so he can abol ish the office for which he is running Cook County Coronor. Speaking of mediocre pots, he's not
playing for any pot at all . Those who stayed in the dining hall had
a chance to hear facts about the incredible corruption that is part
of the Coroner's office, how the ri ch can suppress evidence at
autopsies, and how Mr. Mulack is planning to change the office
to a purely scientific Medical Examiner post that will hopefully be
beyond pol itics . He has even succeeded in getting a referendum
to abolish the Coroner's office on the ballot so that the system
can be changed whether he is elected or not. So it happened that
the lowly " bottom of the ticket" impressed me more than the
glorious candidate for senator.
And it had nc;>thing to do with the fact that Mulack was a lot ,
taller than me.

Thus, a candidat e is born .
M cKay is an idealist. He
wan ts to brin g the issues of
injustice and discrimination
out in the open. He wants to
f ight the spec ial interests and
the dirty pol it ici ans as he was
tryin g to do in his legal aid
office. When he cannot answer
a question he admits that he
doesn't know. He is something
very new and refreshing in
politics. But everyone knows
he hasn't got a chance .
A c amera crew folow s
McKay to a factory at lun ch
hour. He holds out his hand
and introduces himself as the
workers go by. Nobody stops.
A camera crew follows
McKay into the ghetto, where
he comes upon a playground
and
some
kids
plpying
basketball. The newspaper
reporters urge him tb join the
game and McKay, with his
whole entourage, comesthrough the gate. The kids run
away.
The · candidate has better
luck at Malibu beach where he
talks to the beachcombers
about pollution . He walks
.instead of arriving in the car,
he scorns the platforr:n and
meets them on the sand , and
he leaves the crowd cheering.
-Despite the promise of
independence, McKay is slowly
but surely taken over by his
managers. They know they
have a gold mine on their
hands and they want to take
advantage of it. McKay already
has the support of over 30% of
the voters. Now he has to
convince the people who think
he's too rad ical. He is flown

Millhouse

Rap

(forMillhouse)Nixon at various
times, but the message is
political and satirical. UNl 's
People for McGovern recommends that everyone see it for
a good reminder about just
who "The Pre~ident" really is.

those

participating

PART TIME HELP

human

interested
in

a

interaction

basic
.lab

(human encouter) sign up at
Counceling Center Woman with car to work

West.

Hours to be arranged by
participants.

part t ime, flex. hours for

Contact Barbara

Behrendt

x206.

never·change.

in

· Good .things, like expreulng
your love with a diamond.
. And good things, like the 82 r,ear old
Hollands Jeweler1 policy of retum ng your ·
o
- money If you're not satisfied.
.
Lota of things have changed, too. For
the better, Like the newest cuts In diamonds,
eapeclally our.exciting _new heart shapes.
And the large selection of beautiful
.
·new settings that you'll find at

~Hol-J--~-

National Health Organization . Excellent salary, plus

TYPIST

bonus. AFU INC. 275-1270.

MRS. PETENCIN
728-8430

Hollands .Jew~lers
DowlllOWII

Linguistics.

Rap
by John Barnitz

·Thank .goodneu aome things
All

around the state to meet
fa rmers and lad ies clu bs. A
gigantic bn.:ish f ire provi des an
opportu nity to push for a
conservation bill t hat would
prevent such damage, a bill
Mckay had been work in g fo r
for years. But as M cKay begins,
his statement at the scene of
the f ire, hi s rival comes out of
the sky in a heli copter and all
the reporters rush to him . He
announces that he w ill spo nsor
a bill to prevent such fires. lt is,
of course McKay's bill .
Campaign commercials are
put together from the better
parts of M cKay's trips and a
slogan is conceived Bill
McKay : The Better Way .
McKay often -rebel s against the
way his life and his campaign ,
are being run . He even
considers · quitting . But he
doesn't.
.
'Finally, he hits upon the
' perfect speech one that
e~erybody love s, but that
really says nothing. (How often
have .you heard those?) He
makes the speech everywhere
he goes and he is soom neck
and neck with the incumbent
in the polls. Hi s comrades at
the legal clinic know that he
has sold out and so does he.
But he has already gone too
far. He wins the election, and
the shock ending of the movie
is tragic, in many ways. It is
tragic because a man has lost
his ideals. It is tragic because
the people were not voting for
a candidate; they were buying
what they were sold. A nd most
of all, it is tragic because it is _
true.

• ...,._ ...... Lalllllutal
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Again th is trimester • there
will be a Linguistics StudentFaculty Rap Session to be held
· on Tuesday, November 7
(Election Day), at : 1 p.m . . in
Room A131 .
The Rap Session is an
opportunity for students of
Linguistics (including fresh men, non majors, minors, and
majors) to meet other students
of language, as well as to
become acquainted with the
entire Linguistics Department
faculty .
Linguistics Students are
urged to attend in order to
express their views, criticisms,
and suggest ions concerning
such issu es as linguistics
course offerings, teacher evaluations, and prerequisites.
- The officers of the Linguistics Club believe there should
remain a greater rapport
: between faculty and students
in the linguistics program, than
there exists in many other
departments of Northeastern.
The future of the Linguistics
community will depend upon
student interest at this term's
Rap (port)- session .
As in the past, refreshments
will be provided by the
Linguistics Club.
·
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Little
by Marnie Fournier

"All the world's a stage, and

all the men ... merely players .
.. " except Michael Rossmann .
He's the stagemanager.
Michael Rossmann will be
the stagemanager of " Little
Murders" at 8 p.m . Nov. 2, 3, 4,
9, 10 and 11 in the Little
Theatre. " Everybody wants to ·
act, nobody wants to work on
production ." Mike spoke of
what he went through trying to
i nterest people ·in posts
backstage.
"One prob lem in getting
crew heaps was having to wait
·till after auditions to find
people willi ng to work on
props." When Mike approached the ass ignment as stagemanager, the veteran stageplayers had all graduated . He
had to recruit workers in
production who would be
willing to train their replacements .
" The crew heads are all new.
Juniors will train freshmen .
Jack Meyers is head of lighting;
Sue Sherman, sound and Diane
Mikes, props ." Mike managed
to add that one of the
technical purposes of doing
'Little Murders' is assigning two
tasks to each crew head . This
will also apply to Pat Dillon,
hea d of s€t cons tru ctio n ;
Kathie Foszcz, box office;
Carolyn Neilson, publicity,
Sean Mann , head of house and
Terry Digirala mo and Janice
Johnson, costuming.
" Each crew head must train
another person to head the
crew and he must keep a log
on training the new crew head .
All the logs will be compiled
into a single construction
booklet for crew heads . This
book will be prepared in
January for the next show."
Production being Mike's big
thing, his personal goal in
'Little Murders' will be to have
numbers of people trained in
that aspect. He emphasized
the point that he has to be sure
there will be enough people
around to handle production
after he leaves.
Mike is training Jack
Bronstein, presently the assistant stagemanager. UNI employees like Terry Digiralamo,
Pat Dillon and Carolyn Neilsen
are · training other people to
• head crews. Pat Dillon, as a
student undergrad working in
the scene shop, did construction for 'Toyland' as well as
'little Murders. ' Harold Cohen
from Wright Junior College is
the stagemanager of 'Toyland'
and is training Marcie Salla to
be stage manager in future
productions .
Each crew head must write
down names of crew heads in
and out of school who can be
contacted for materials or
services that we need for the
product i on . That includes
phone numbers and the ins
and outs of command.
Sue Sherman · is finding
things which are unavailable or
inaccess ible. " Where are the
fuses? It took a week to find
the flash boxes ."
"Publicity is ' our biggest
problem . We had a skeleton
crew . We didn't even know
what office to ask for help."
Mike has had experience

working with a summer
production company, Symbiosis in Old Town at the Church
of Three Crosses. " I' m head of
.production for Symbiosis. It's a
non-profit,
non-professional,
classical theatre right now. We
hope to develop it into an
acting troop ."
''As an actor I did 'Wizard of
Oi' for Orchesis. I have done
small acting parts in 'Antigone'
and 'A Man's A Man'."

Murders
TO ST AGE 'LITTLE MURDERS,
in Little Theatre

UNl 's Stage Players will
present Jules Feiffer's "Little
Murders" on Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday, Nov. 2, 3, 4, 9,
10, and 11 in the Little Theatre
at 8:00 p.m .. Tickets are $2.00
or $1 .00 for students with an
I.D. UNI students are free with
ID cards . Ti ckets are on sale in

. the auditorium box offi ce.
"Little Murders" gives us a
glimpse
at the
chaotic
Newquist brood, Feiffer's "typical American family. " Through
them, he reflects on the
meaningless violence that has
come to play a maior role in
the American way of life.
Feiffer opens the play with
the Newqu ist's receiving a
" phone call" and Marjorie
hears nothing but heavy

" I' ll graduate in psych - in
April. I'm staying here to work
with Chi ldrens' Theatre and
take scenic construction and
directing. As soon as I finish
school , Symbiosis will be my
full-time interest or I'll get
connected with one of the
t heatres
in Chicago
on
production ."
The current production,
' Little Murders, ' will make
Rossmann's anniversary in the
theatre. He acted in " Doors"
directed by Annette Hankin of
the Campass Players a year ago
in November.

CCAB
.Film Series Presents ''The Twelve Chairs"
If Shakespeare hadn't come
up with the line, " Lord , what
fools these mortals be," it is a
cinch that Mel Brooks would
ha·.;e gotten around to coining
it . Brooks, writer-directoractor, has made a career of
showing just how foolish he
and his fellow-man can really
be. Currently, a sampling of .
what crazy antics thye are
capable of can be seen in the
adventure-comedy he wrote
and directed, "The Twelve
Chairs ."
"The Producers," Brooks'
first venture in a feature-length •
film as writer and director won
an Oscar for his highly original
story and screenplay.
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breathing on the other end of
the line. At this point, Patsy
Newquist brings home her new
found boyfriend, Alfred . Within a few minutes the pair is
engaged to be married . As time
goes on , Patsy ends up
protecting her fian ce from ·
muggers in Central Park. But,
, the young couple finally makes
it to their wedding day, and are
married by a judge who boasts
that of the some 200 marriages
he has performed, o nly 7 have
survived. At this poi nt, a shot
comes crashin g through the
window.
Members of the cast include
Bob Eichenfeld, as father Carol
Newquist, and Sue Klein, as his
wife Marjorie. Rosie Rees is
their daughter Patsy, and her
fiance, A lfred Chamberlain , is
played by Patri c k Dillon.
Steven Cohen portrays their
son Kenny.
Other members of the cast
include Harold Cohn , Th omas
Gora, John Gross, Dan Pearson,
and Darlene Wise, St. A lso
appearing are Celeste Morawski, Marcie Sal a and, Scott
Silver.
David Unumb is d irecting
the produ ction . Durward Redd
is techni cal director .
For furthe r information,
please contact Carolyn Nielsen
(583-4050, X 265.)
J

I .

He started to write comedy
material for Sid Caesar in the
late ' 40' s. Following that
work-out, he teamed with Carl
Reiner to make the now-famous " 2000-Year-Old Man "
comedy album. And Brooks
has managed, throughout his
career, to keep topping
himself.
"The Twelve Chairs" is based
on the novel by llf and Petrov
a team of Russian writers wh~
took a satirical look at their
post-Revolution homeland in
the twenties and thirties .
Sidney Glazier, who was
responsible for "The · Producers," was executive producer on Brooks' latest film .

syR·es~ ~es f@ _
by Kathy McGuinnes

Synesthesia is a multimedia
art. It merges photography,
musi~ and P~~try int? \ total
ex~en~nce.
e music as a
tacit visual content. It can be
mela~~holy, ab_
stract, or naturalist,c, depending on what the
com oser wants to sa . The
~
d
1
poe ry mayh _,mhp Yf s?un s and
images, w Ic
I
interprete
.
care f u II y, en h ance t he f .eeling
o f t he wor d s. Th.e sym b o Iism of
a
sequence
Id
• of images may be
mo ed into one theme by

t

.

Recital Postponed
A piano recital featuring Dr.
Allen Ander so n, As so ciate
Professor of Music at UNI
which was scheduled fo;
November 6,
has
be e n
postponed . Dr. Anderson had a
minor accident recently, and
will t herefore be unable to
pe rfo rm as was ori g inally
planned. PRINT w ill announce
the re-scheduled date as soon
as the information is made
availab le.

·
..
ocean and sky, the music of
using a particular musical or
verbal modality.
wind and rivers, and the poetry
Only the highest artistic and
of life for those who want to
perceive them.
technical standards are used.
There are no compromises
These individual works cover
made to achieve cliche
a wide range of photographic,
; " effects."
.
musical, and poetic expression.
Th b
t
d I •t f th
Imagery of natural form ,
e eau Y an c an Y O
e
human emotion, and unusual
remarkable color photography
abstractions on screen bring
· from America, Canada and
• are unsurpassed 'All o f
life to the music and poetry.
, Mexico
th e wor k Is
• ongina
• • 1 an d .sh ou Id
On screen, such experiences
be an ·insp,ra
• t ,on
·
t o th ose w h o
as Dreaming, Peresphone, The
, are ·in t o any f .,e Id o f v,sua
·
I
Sea, Winter, Water, and Light,
. expression.
or To Breath the World are
As ~an introduction, a brief
merged with the mu sic of
narrative guide to the program
Country Joe and the Fish ,.
will be given. to enhance the
Bartok, or Debussy, as well as
appreciation of Senesthesia.
Haikus and other poetry. Some
Each presentation is unique.
of the music and poetry are
In part, it is produced as it is
original material , and some of
being experienced.
the works in corporate audience participation.
The creators of Synesthesia
Synesthes ia is happening on
are Chick and Anne Hebert.
Octob er 17 in the Little
Their greatest con cern is with
Theatre at 11 am and _again at
artistic perception . There is
1 pm , thanks to CCAB.
beauty all around us. Their
SYN ESTHESIA - experience
goal is to simplify reality,
it. . . . . . . .
revealing paintings on the

. Poetry
Competition
The National Poetry Press
announces its spring competition . Any student attending
either a junior or senior college
is eligible to submit his verse .
There is no limitation as to
form or theme. Shorter works
are preferred by the Board of
Judges because of space
limitations.
Each poem must be typed or
printed on a separate sheet,
and must bear the name and
home address of the student,
and the name and address of
· the college, as well. Entrants
should also submit the name of
an English instructor. Manuscri pts are to be sent to the
Office of the Press, National
Poetry Press , 3210 Selby Ave. ,
Los Angeles, Californi a 90034.
The closing date for submission of man uscripts is Apri I 10,
1973.
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South American Pianist To Perform in UNI Auditorium

Bluegrass
'Todayl
r

by Kathy McGuinnes

Harold Martina, South American pianist.

Music Department
Schedule
· Nov. 9, (Thursday) - Department of Music Student Recital ;
1:00 p.m .
Nov. 15 (Wednesday) - Northeastern Illinois University Band;
Edgar B. Gangware, Director, 8:00 p.m .
Nov. 22 (Wednesday) - Faculty Recital : Helen Engler, piano;
music by C.p.E. Bach, Berg, and Chopin , 8:00 p.m.
Nov. 28 (Tuesday) - Madrigal Singers and Chamber Singers;
Ian Geller, Director; 1 :00 p.m .
Nov. 30 (Thursday) - ' Department of Music Student Recital ;
1:00 p.m .
Dec. 7 (Thursday) - Brass Choir; H. D. Harmon, Director; 1:00
p.m .
Dec. 7 (Thursday) - Northeastern Illinois University Concert
Choir; Marcia Lewis, Director; a performance of Haydn's " The
Creation"; 8:00 p.m .
Dec. 12 (Tuesday) - Department of Music Student Recital ;
1:~ p.m .
Please note: All of the concerts will be held in the University
Auditoriu,:n . F'o r further information, please call 583-4050, ext. 391
o_r ext. 361 .

:Ktnglear

of splendor

and shock!

Bravely conceived ... magnificently acted!"
- Vincent C'..anby, N . , : Times

"This 'Lear' is drama of the highest order!
What a movie Brook has made!" -Judi~h Critt.

.
New '\ork !\fa,azme

"This 'King Lear' is triumphant! An
epic film ...an heroic film 1" ·-G~i~;~
"The most notable 'Lear' of our time
... Dynamic!" -Arthur Knight, Saturday Review
"A masterpiece! ... a shattering
dramatic experience. - Chades Champlin,
7>

-

L~TI~

"Sheer power! .. . a work of
. art not to be missed."-Kevin Kelly,
Bo,ton Globe

"A film of real poetry and
power!"-.lack Kroll;Newsweek

PAUL SCOFIELD
• PETER BROOK'S

,... . lll.UMI SftMESll£ME'S

Klnglear
irfENE WORTH e
UA MARINA 1
Marina City

300 N. State St .
329-0450

Pianist, Harold Martina, a
native of Curacao, Netherlands, Antilles and presently a
resident of Colombia, will give
a recital on Wednesday, Nov.
8, 8 pm , in
the
UNI
Auditorium, under the sponsorship of CCAB and Epsilon Rho
chapter of Sigma Alpha- Iota,
women's professional music
fraternity .
Mr. Martina's appearance in
the Chicago area is part of an
Ameri can arranged tour arranged for him under the joint
auspices of Sigma Alpha Iota
and the Peopl e-to- People
Music Committee , In c . of
Washi ngton, D .C. His first
Ameri can tour three years ago,
also under the same sponsorship, was so successful that
this repeat tour has been
arranged .
The 35-year-old pianist began his musical training in his
native Curacao, continuing at
the Institute of Fine Arts in
Columbia. He completed his
advanced training at the Music
Academy of Vienna from
which he graduated summa
cum laude. He is now a
professor
at
the
Music
Academy Conservatory of the
University of Antioquia in
Medellin, Colombia.
Sigma Alpha Iota, with over
50,000 members throughout

the United States, has become
increasingly involved in international music activities during

Bluegrass? Isn't that something that horses eat? Well, in
Kentucky
they
do .
But
bluegrass
is
also
a
romping,
the past eight years through its
stomping type of country
association with the People-towestern music . Colorado ' s
Peop le Music Committee.
favorite bluegrass band, MonDuring that time a variety of
·roe Doctrine, will be bringing
- projects have been carried out
their bluegrass music to the
in some fifty different counNorth Dining Hall on Novemtries. These have included
ber 1st.
presentations of music materThe group derived its name
ials instruments, books,
from Bill Monroe, the father of
scores, teachi ng materi als and
bluegras music. They play
records - to schools, libraries,
traditional bluegrass such as
and music organization s in the
Foggy M ountai n Breakdown,
developing countries of the
Cripple
Creek, and Turkey in
world as well as scores and
the Straw; as well as popular
recordings of outstanding
bluegrass such as Country
American co mpositions to
Roads , Teach Your Children
performing groups in more
Well , Corina, Corina, etc. They
musically advanced areas.
also do original arrangements
Other projects have sent young
of contemporary artists such as
American musicans on concert
the Beatles and Bob Dylan for
tours abroad , and it is hoped
all you rock fans .
that opportunities to perform
Musically speaking, Monroe
in the United States can be
Doctrine is tight. Intricate
made available to other
combinations of melody pass
countries in the future.
among the various instruments
Featured on the Nov. 8
(banjo, mandolin, guitar) using
program will be works . by
complex arrangements and
Mozart, Schumann, Beethoven,
coming out together all at
Prokofieff, and Scriabin . Adonce . Can fingers really move
mission is free but by ticket.
that fast? CCAB invites you to
- Tickets can be picked up at the ·
come to the North Dining Hall
Music Department Secretary's
at 2 pm on Wednesday ,
desk located on the 4th floor
November 1st to find out.
(Beehive). A reception in the
Monroe Doctrine will make
North Dining Hall will follow
you want to kick off your shoes
the concert.
and dance!

Brewer & Shipley
by Kathy McGuinnes
Brewer & Shipley are two
folksingers who write their own
material. They live, and
believe, in being free on a farm
in Kansas City with their
families . Perhaps they are best
known for their single, "One
Toke Over The Line," which
was taken from the album
" Tarko". They were recorded in
San Francisco , and when
released, Both were instant
hits.
Mike Brewer started out as a
single working the coffee
house circuits around the
country. Tom Shipley was a
house musician at a club,
playing at night and working
on his songs during the day.
Their paths crossed now and
then when their jobs brought
them to the same town .
Finally, in 1968 · they joines
forces in Los Angeles and
wrote songs together. Then
they decided to form a duo
and
perform
their own
material.
Their first · album , " Weeds,"
on the Kamma Sutra label
contains such si demen as
Richard Greene (of Sea-train),
Mike Bloomfield, Nicky Hopkins and others . The album
sold well ·and they were sent
off on a promotional cam
paign . They spent a lot of time
on the road touring college
talent buyer's conventions and
playing clubs all over the
country such as The Bitter End
in New York , and
the
Troubador in Los Angel es .
Brewer and Shipley have
their own place in the acoustic
guitar trend . They both have
equal facility on gu itar which
enables them to switch

between lead and rhythm
smoothly. They are very tight
vocally and manage to keep
their two-part harmonies interesting and in tune.
A hint of Indian influence
can be heard in some of their
songs such as, " Too Soon
Tomorrow," and "Song From
Platte River." This may be due
to the fact that Tom Shipley
lived in a tent on a Hopi Indian
Reservation before meeting
Mike Brewer in 1968. Along
with thP.ir, own songs, they do
their own versions of others
such as " All Along The
Watchtower," " Rock Me On
The Water," and " Witchi-ToiTo" (a Peyote chant) .
Brewer & Shipleys new
album, "Shake Off The
Demon," contains an equal
balance of gentle voiced, soft
strumming . music such as,

" Merciful Love," and " Rock Me
On The Water," and the ones
with loud vocals sung over a
rocking beat, such as, "Shake
Off The Demon," and " Message From The Mission (Hold
On) ." The over-all effect of. this
contrast is very pleasing.
Brewer & Shipley really have
their act together. CCAB will
be bringing it, along with Chet
Nichols, to the UNI auditorium
on Nov. 14 at 8 pm. Students
can get one free ticket with a
validated I.D., general admission is $3.00. Tickets will be
· available the week of Oct.
30th; on Monday and Wednesday from 12-1, and on
Tuesday and Thursday from
1-2. You can pick up your
tickets. during these times in
the CCAB room , E205N above
the cafeteria.
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BANK TELLERS NEED
....
' Part-time, must be bondable and
reliable, hours, 7:30-11 a.m., salary:
$2.50/hr., Peterson State Bank, 3232
, W. Peterson, Contact, Mrs. Schmade,
583-6300.

Hal.

Must sell - red velvet couch. Used
very little. Moving and doesn't match
new carpeting. Call Cindy at 251 .
Asking $100.
For sale: 3 flat, 7 rooms, near Howard
and Clark. Contact Kado at 316 N.
Plymouth Blvd., Los Angelas, California
90004.
For sale: Chevy Impala 68. 4 dr. sedan,
cheap. Call 267-1914 nights only, for
more info.

•••
CLERICAL DISPATCH
Position runs from Nov. 1-April 1st.
First Month Mon. -Fri. 4 p.m. -12 p.m.
After that: 4 weekdays & Sat. 4 p.m.12 p.m.
Male preferred, salary: $3.00/hr. Bell
Finer Fuels, 4116 · w. Peterson,
685-3300, Contact: Norman Fickenscher.

GAS STATION ATTENDANT
Clean-cut student with good la'nguage,
hours: $2.50_:_$2.75, · Gas City, 4219
Milwaukee, m-0711, contact, Mr.
Walter Ryan.
·
BABYSITTER NEEDED
Needed five days/week, four hours/
day. Salary: $45.00/week. Mrs. Olken,
6503 N. Kedzie, Chicago, Ill. 6n-0242,

6n-0646.

Personals

K.D , is cute .

Photography classes available "specializing in lnstamatics" Contact Rich Sato
in UNI Photography Dept.
.

FRIC and FRAC? That's LORENZO and
KENANZO. - M.S.
JUST AN IDEA

Richard Zebranski.
K.D. lives with his mother.
Watch student productions on UNI-TV
and learn to control your gag reflex.
Whatever happened
coverage in PRINT.

to

football

Thanks to the 149 people who voted
for me - "Think Breen."

-

TYPIST NEEDED
Be able to type 45 w / min. Hours,
flexible, salary, $2.25-$2.75. Hild Floor
Machine Co., 5359 W . Lake St.,
370-8526, Mr. Dresmal.
Bl-LINGUAL SECRETARY
Must speak Spanish, phone work, and
general office work. Salary, open,
Illinois Migrant Council 65 N. William,
Crystal Lake, Ill. 60014.
FEMALE AND MALE
PART-TIME JOBS AVAILABLE NOW!
$4.50 per hour to start, $5.00 per hour
after five months. Work hours: 11 :00
a.m., 5:00 p.m., 10:30 p.m. Apply : 2301
Rose Avenue (25th Ave.), Franklin
Park, Ill. 9:00 a.m. - 12 noon, Monday
through Friday.

Support trolley bus service. Oppose
conversion of trolley buses to diesal
buses; prevent increased air and noise
pollution. Call 384-4370 for more info.
Newspaper recycling drive, Nov. 18,
Saturday, 10 AM-6 PM. 2649 N.
Francisco Ave. Call EV 4-4370 for
newspaper pick-up in the Logan
Square area only.
Sue is a number 5.

Tired of sitting in the cafeteria, or in the
lounge, or on a megaform trying to kill
time? Why not walk over to the Center
at 5450 N. Kimball? No, you won't find
any rosaries, . holy water or religious
fanatics over there. You will find three
stories of rooms, rooms to study in,
rooms to lie down in, rooms to listen to
music in. Sure, we know you may be
tired of the holy roller stuff you've been
taught, but the atmosphere here is
strictly informal. In fact, about the only
"religious" thing we -do is hold Mass at
11 :00 p.m. every Saturday night. If
you're looking for a non-cliquish g; oup,
we've got it. On the other hand, we' re
not irreverent. We believe that the
message of Christ-Love Thy Neighbor
- is hardly square. So, if you want to
meet some non-phonies, drop by. We,
don't try to save your 'soul' - that 's
your thing.

Vote for McGovern.

After three years delay, " We are back
in business." All contacts are made.
KCO

Help change the system by working
through it, get out and vote.

Bicycle RElpair. We won't rip you off.
848-5581 , Oak Park, Transport to us.

Vote for Nixon.

Re-elect the Dike-bomber.

~ ~Rock Those Decibels

Vote on Election Day.
Stop Vote Fraud in Chicago and
protect your Yote! Be a nonpartisan
poll watcher .with project LEAP call
n6-3954.
To: Cathy Jones or, is it Smith?
tank you Sue Sherman.
Cathy Jones wears combat boots.
Debbie N. is registered in the Book
Nook.
Sue Sherman is an Evangelist.
"WA-DEE-DOO-DA.
Frick and Frack get to work.
To Tony S.: Ye gee boat, Doopsha,
Dalecka.
Newspape r Recycl in g : Six future
~ewspaper recycling collections . are
planned by the L. S.N.A . Environment
committee these are: Nov. 18, Jan. 13,
'73, Mar. 10, '73, May 12, 73, July 14,
'73, 2649 N. Francisco. For newspaper
pick-up on these dates call : 384-4370.
Sorry no magazines & no can
recycling. Logan Sq. Neighborhood
Assoc . 2641 N. Milwaukee Ave.

. . ·. bo
:h llclffl
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by Eusi, · Maliaka, Macy C,awford

by Roy Ricker

like just a bunch of numbers
Coming" started at 98 and
but 50-75 is considered
decreased to 94 at the end . the
moderately loud, 76-100 very
highest recording of the day
loud, 101-125 uncomfortably
came when they hit 104. the
loud and 126-180 painful. In
applause throughout was an
conjunction with thi s, 85 and
appreciative 80 on the average .
up is considered as possibly
The Ecology Club, whi ch
dangerous to hearing.
meets every Tuesday at 1 :00
The meter recorded 82 with
PM in Room S-130, was up
the organ , 88 with a vocal
front and the readings were
selection . When the instru- · ·· high but an enjoyable time was
memts blended with the vocal · had by one and all incl,µding
renditions an average reading
the three goldfish.
·
was 95 . One song " Long Time

On Friday October 13, 1972
the gym of UNI was jumping to
the exotic sounds of the Fifth
Street Group. Almost unnoticed along the 0sidel ines were the
exhibits of various clubs and
organizations. Between numbers, people would pass by and
inspect and collect from the
different exhibitors.
In one corner right next to
the group was a small table
with three jars of varied stages
of clean to polluted water.
---------~---•OOU~N-------------1
Three goldfish swam happily in
I
the clean, not realizing their
I
fate if they would have been
I
put into the polluted sample.
I
Different brochures explaining
I
the need for · a clean society ·
I
and how to go about it
I
occupied the rest of the table,
I
save the spot on which rested
RED: Leroy Williams
the Decibel Meter, the heart of
the Ecology Clu b Exhibit.
In case some of you don't know it, this is the student head of
The meter was turned on
the Black Heritage Club, Leroy Williams .
and a reading in the 60's was
I asked him to give me a interview, so I could write thi s article.
recorded . Suddenly the needle
But, he told me to wri te the truth . Well , I won't write the truth ,
jumped as did the lead singer
because I'd just give you my opin ion of the truth so I tell you
with
Fifth
Street's
first
what, everyone knows to be the t ruth .
selection . A decible meter
He's always there to help you if you got a scholastic beef or
reading of 35 would be
social troubles or need help in your math . Leroy's an Economics
comparable to a library and 60
major and has very sexy dimples.
an ordinary conversation , 70
Miss Cue
little English
would be reached by a vacuum
BLACK:
3305 N. Ashland · 5658 W. Diversey
cleaner and a garbage disposal
would take it to 80 . A
24 TABLES
18TABLES
Not very much is said about the semi-weekly meeting of the motorcycle 25 feet away would
Black
Heritage Club.
House of Lords
record 90 and a jet fly over at
I guess this is becau se not many people are at the meetings.
1000 feet would be 100. A
Irving-Harlem Plaza
There seems to be a great deal of apathy by most of the BLACK
thunderclap would be 120 and
Norridge
student body to do anything. At one of our last meetings there
the maximum ever recorded by
a rock group was 125. Hitting
were maybe 20 people. There are 20 people in Special Ed .
20TABLES
the top of our scale would be a
EXPIRES : Nov. JO, '72
(ContinulJc/ on page 12)
rocket engine at 180. Sounds _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J

NORTHEASTERN SPECIA·L
You don't have to be
a hustler .to play pool.

Present this coupon
and play for 1/3 off
the hourly rate.
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Mutorcs Bust Into TIie Tie

S/1rrma11

· On·Sports•

The baggy Mutorcs, led by
Captain Fred Kallick, fought
their way into the tie column,
last Thursday, as they staged a
ferocious come from behind
0-0 game. Repeatedly shoving
the hapless I ndepeildants deep
into their own territory, they
showed a tenacious defense,
which consistently gave the
offense good field position.
The offense was unable to
score, however, as many key
personnel were involved in
testing, and could not get out
onto the field to assist their
comrades in their quest for
vi ctory. One of the notable
absentees· from the defensive
backfield for this contest was
Eager Earl Saltzberg, who was
also involved in testing . Rumor

Ode to Gillette and Schick.
If Adam and Eve had a Halloween apple instead,
They would have never fpent that day in bed.
Razors and. drugs that apple with in,
· would have negated the prophesy of
original sin.

UNI Women's Touch Football
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GI.ENLAK~
YOllSWAGIN

Northeastern's puckers t ake
to the ice for the first time this
weekend as the Golden Skaters
square off against Illinoi s
Benedictine this Saturday at
the Dennis Hull Ice Chalet
Willow Springs at 6:15. This
will be t_he initial encounter for
the Eagles this season .
Their next game following
,.it this one will be against Loyola
: U. at the Ballard Ice Rink in
· · Niles on Nov. 7 at 8:00. The
~ following weekend they take to
the road for a pair of games at
Iowa State in Des Moines.
Those games will take place
November 10 and 11 .
This is your chance to see
Hockey real cheap, plus the
opportunity to cheer your
classmates onto victory.

6035 N. IROADWAY
=.,'=;;: e .II 5~3500

VISIT THE NEW

TUESDAY LEAGUE

THURSDAY LEAGUE

4. Placebas

0-4-1

4. Mutorcs

3. AXE

0-4-1

3. lndependants

1-3-1

2. Spirit
1. Brahmas

4-0-1
4-0-1

2. Frui ts

3-0-2
3-0-2

.
1

(Continued from page 11)

Now, when we plan a show and get zero partisipation and then
when the show flops everybody starts talking about "Man, I
coulda did better'n that" "I was gonna be in it but... " "I didn't
even know about it." All of these quotes could easily be answered
by you. YOU COME TO THE MEETINGS, 1:00, TUES. & THURS . IN
THE EAST PORT ABLE .
GREEN:

There is a new vein of study in Northeastern : Womens Studies.
Now, ·I dor:i't know alot about this program , but it does have its
own student body board .
If you think you might like a course of Black Womens Studies
here, go out to the meetings, run for election to the board.
BUT DO GET INVOLVED.

,

''Send Me No .Flowers''

6341 N . Clark St. (Near Devon)
Chicago, Illinois

Entertainment, old movies, chess &
checkers, food & drink, old English atmosphere

BEER NIGHTS - Mon ., Tues ., Thurs.

12 oz . mug

Open 'till 2 am daily,
3 am Saturdays

743-9694

EDITOR ... .. ............. ... .... ................ Janey Green
MANAGING EDITOR ........ .. .. ..... ..... Paula Levy
ADS .............................................. Bob Butnick
NEWS EDITOR ............. .. ... ....... ... Bob Huffman
FEATU RES ...... ..... .. ................ .Joe Weinshenker
SPORTS ............. Sue Sherman, Mike Kesselman
PHOTOGRAPHY ....... .. Mark Anderson, Derm
O'Conneli , Saundra Taylor, Arthur Winslow
LAYO UT ....... ....... Connie McNeely, Sue Straus
ARTISTS: Susan Molnar, genni, Margaret
Drewko

1. Brahmas

0-4-1

huia111bo raflkl

POUND STERLING PU B.

20c -

Sudden Death Overtime, leaving the question of the top
team still unresolved.
In the Tuesday session both
the Brahmas Ill and:. the Spirit
Resurrected continued their
u_nbeaten streaks. The Spirit
beat out AXE in a tough battle
16-0, In just the reverse, the
Br.ahmas rolled over the
Placebas 42-0, in the biggest
smashing recorded yet this
year.

Ice Hockey Begins

Nancy Boyle " The Crunc h"
made the quarterback look like
she had been playing in mud.
Joyce and
Laure Foste r
converted for 4 points after the
touchdowns . The women will ,
play Xavier at 12:30 a.m .
November 4th at Xavier. See
you there .

The Women Touch Football
Team " The Pigons" flew threw
the muddy waters of Triton this
weekend. Winning 22-8. Joan
Duggan quarterback, ran for
two touchdowns. Janet Palumbo " goodfooted" into the end
zone for another touchdown .

has it that the Mutorcs are
attempting to find another test
for Earl to take this week.
Standout play was exhibited
on the defensive line by
Dynamite Darryl Steinberg, as
he literally exploded on the
opposing quarterback, causing
him to make frequent mistakes.
In other incidental action in
the Thursday League , the
Brahmas and the Fruits, also
fought to a tie, even through

Peter James Fontana as Bert Power.

REVIEWS: Joe Wynn , Robert Eichenfeld, Linda
Ozag
COLUMN ISTS: Hujambo Rafiki; Eusi, MaHaka,
Macy Crawford. Reactions; Art Lange.
Worms Eye View; Cathy Jones. Pieces;
paula Levy. Massucamba; Hector Rosario.
Music; Barb Cibelli
W RITERS: Arana Arbus, John Barnitz, Mary
Pat Britton, Dave Dolkin, Jim Feezor, Paul
Froechlich, Albert C och, Rita Hamata, Lorin
Kane, Tony Kezel, Kathy McGinnes, Bob
Paprorki, Andrea Zlabis, Larry Kenney

\

by

Joe Weinshenker

Again the Elmwood Park Theatre presents
another excellent stage show . On October 20th
and 21st they presented "Send Me No Flowers"
by Norman Barasch and Carroll Moore, directed
by Toni LiFonti .
The show is about hypochondriac George
Kimball (played by Herbert Pilz) overhearing Dr.
Morrissey the family physician (John Janso)
talking to someone after his examination about
a man who hasn't long to live. Naturally he
thinks the doc is talking about him, so he starts
to get his affairs in order, buying cemetary plots,
having his neighbor write a eulogy and even
tries to fix his wife up with an old college
boyfriend of hers, Bert Power (played by Peter
James Fontana, who will appear in an up coming
motion picture "Rudd" to be shown at the
Chicago International film Festival early next
year) . All this and trying to keep it a secret from
his wife (Lynn Nadzieja). It's extremely funny to
watch the antics George goes through, but he
overcomes all the obstacles in the end.
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